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1. INCLUDE JUST THE IMPORTANT DETAILS!

The hardest part of writing a CV is trimming it and being objective
enough to have just the most important information on your job
application document. The best CVs do not include your entire
career history, they just include the best bit for the specific
industry and role you’re applying for.

A lot of people waste their CV real estate talking about Career
Objectives, Date of Birth, declaring their State of Origin, Local
Government Area etc. We waste all that space talking about
things that are not relevant to our job search.

The one critical question to ask yourself when sending in a CV for
a role is “What does an Employer need to know about me for THIS
job?”

Instead of thinking of your CV as one permanent document, think
of it as an outline that you can tweak for each role you apply for.
That might mean you won't always put the same skills or write
out same achievements or other information for every job you
apply for.
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2. THE SHORTER THE BETTER!
No matter what you think you know or have done, keep your CV as
short as possible, because Hiring Managers are busy and they won't
turn to the next page to see what made it there if your first page
isn't "clear" enough.

For example, if you’ve been working for a while, there is an
unspoken rule that says you should cut out your work experience
after 10-15 years. 

Lesson: Too much information can make your CV too bulky, and you
might lose the Hiring Manager’s attention.

3. MAKE YOUR CV EASY TO READ
Watch your CV layout/ format, ensure your CV doesn’t look like the
Newspaper.

When I write CVs for my clients,  I like to use font size 11, I stick with
one font type ( usually Cambria or Calibri), if I use colour I use the
ones easy on the eyes (mostly grey or blue), I avoid decorating CVs
with different bullet types, I also leave a little white space  between
headings to ensure the CV is visually pleasing.
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4. LEAVE OUT  PICTURES/ AVOID UNNECESSARY TEMPLATES
A lot of people have asked about using fancy templates, while I do
not have anything against using fancy templates…my answer is
always “focus on the content and let your CV be as simple as
possible". What is the use of a fancy CV without any useful content?

Cut  out the head shot and  any unnecessary images, it’s easy to get
carried away with “modernising” your CV with fancy font types and
images. If you can nail both content and template, then go for it!
also if you are in the creative industry please feel free to 'play
around' with fancy templates/ graphics etc.

5.GET RID OF CLICHES
Get rid of cliche words and phrases  especially in your professional
summary. Cliches like: Go-getter, Team player, Can-do attitude,
instead use action words to emphasise what you can do.

6. PDFs, NOT DOCS
I was a bit conflicted about this because as a Recruiter, I sometimes
have to rewrite CVs based on my interaction with the candidate so I
prefer to receive CVs  in a Word format, but I also know that CVs in
PDF are more presentable, you are sure that your fonts, format
won't change and the ATS can also read your CVs ( as long as the
document isn't locked). Please share your CVs in PDF unless
otherwise stated.
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7. SHOW, DON’T JUST TELL
This is probably the most important tip.

Do not just list your duties; write about accomplishments on your role(s).
Change the way you write about numbers, use 1M instead of One million, it
makes your CV pop!
 
The STAR method can be helpful here. STAR is an acronym for ‘Situation, Task,
Activity, and Result. STAR-based CVs provides a succinct narrative that gives a
better picture of your competencies and how you’ve previously put them into
use. Even though the STAR method is usually talked about for use in interviews,
it can easily be adapted as a guide to CV writing.
 
The different components of STAR are:
 
Situation – Describe the situation, be as brief as possible, describe your role  in
the company, a brief mention of the project or task.
 
Task – Think of the goal you were trying to achieve and what exactly you did.
 
Action –The steps you took to achieve the task.  Did you work alone or as part
of a team? 

Result – Describe the outcome of your actions. How did your contribution
impact the success of your organisation or the project? Preferably linked to
currencies, percentages or numbers. 

Ensure you highlight your qualities wherever possible and relevant.
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Example :  Instead of saying you “Increased revenue,” say you “Increased
annual revenue by 75% in my first year of employment.”

The STAR method creates a much more compelling CV, answers many of the
Hiring Manager’s questions about some of your skills. When writing about
your accomplishments, think STAR!

CV CHECK LIST

Here is a CV Checklist you can use, the first page of your CV is where the magic
is, by looking at your first page, a Recruiter should have an idea of what you
have done, your competencies, your career plan etc.

#  Name
#  Career Summary/ Career Profile
#  Skills/Competencies
#  Awards/ Recommendation ( if applicable)
#  Professional Experience
#  Education
#  Training/Certifications etc.
#  Hobbies/Interest
( especially if your interests can give you an advantage)
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TESTIMONIALS
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SAMPLE CV/TEMPLATE 1
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SAMPLE CV/TEMPLATE 2
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 Written CVs, Cover Letters and LinkedIn Summaries for 100's of clients in
over 10 Countries with results to show.
Various recommendations on the company website, Instagram and
LinkedIn. 
Supported 10's of clients with various coaching services- Job Interview
Coaching, Career Planning, etc.

CV/Résumé Writing
Cover Letters
LinkedIn Profile Optimisation
Coaching Sessions 

➦I have made it my life's mission to help people succeed in their career.

➦My goal as a Professional CV/Resume Writer and a Career Coach is to
highlight my client's unique mix of skills, experiences and personality on their
career documents, to effectively market them as the answer to the needs of
hiring managers and to provide them with the required support they need in
their career journey.

➦In the last 7 years, I have written hundreds of CVs and I’ve helped hundreds
of professionals get hired...I understand what it takes to get my clients noticed
by employers. 

➦I am a Chartered Personnel Manager (ACIPM), I hold a Post Graduate
Diploma in Human Resource Management, a Master's Education in Managerial
Psychology and a B.Sc. in Management Information System.

➦ WHAT I AM PROUD OF:

➦ WORK WITH ME:

➦Get in touch NOW- info@thecvmcareercompany.com |08123616957
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